
  



Welcome to Own It! Your Business and Your Life with Nicola Cairncross and Judith Morgan. In this podcast, 
we are going to cover everything you need to embrace to become a successful entrepreneur, marketing 
money and much, much more. How to create a business doing just what you love, how to own it, your 
business and your life. This one will be fast, funny, feisty and very lively. So, sit back and enjoy the show. 

 

What’s Fuelled Your Fire?  

 

Nicola: What's fueled your fire this week?  

 

Judith: You tell me about yours, mine is quite short here.  

 

Nicola: Okay. Well, I ordered a book a while ago and I totally forgot about it, as you do, and then it 

arrived this week, which is great. I love profit book, and its Expert's Secrets by Russell Brunson. It's the 

underground playbook for creating a mass movement of people who will pay for your advice and it's 

very well written, very different to everything else that's out there, great content, easy to read because 

of the way it's laid out, and I thoroughly recommend it, as I do all of his books.  

 

He's got DotCom Secrets which I thoroughly enjoyed, he's got Multi-level Marketing Secrets, which, 

obviously I'm not too keen on the topic as I've got an awful lot of very solid advice in it, and then he's 

got Expert Secrets, which is if you're an expert in something, then that will allow you to turn your 

specialized knowledge, talents, and abilities into a business that will work for you. A foreword by Robert 

Kiyosaki, not-?  

 

Judith: Slouch?  

 

Nicola: Or coop?  

 

Judith: Yes, no slouch.  

 

Nicola: He's got Traffic Secrets coming soon but he's a person who's very cleverly using his books as a 

front end. You can't get a digital copy anywhere.  

 



Judith: I thought when you said it to be derived and you'd forgotten, you probably just paid the postage 

for it to deliver. 

 

Nicola: Yeah, I did pay the postage but it's an interesting business model because he's teaching us how 

to do everything online but he doesn't give his digital books away digitally. You have to send off for 

them and I suppose that, so he can get your address. Probably intends to use it in the near future.  

But it makes his database and therefore his business much more valuable and people are willing to pay 

$5 to $10 to get the book in their hands. So that's an interesting business model. But everyone after that 

gets funneled into the one final challenge, which I did read just recently. This book is superb, it really is. I 

can't recommend it highly enough. 

 

Judith: If you're prepared to pay the postage and give your address, I think it gets you over that first 

hurdle that Stuart Keller used to talk about, which is, these nut-tire kickers are getting something for 

free. People deliberately opting in for something they want, and they're more engaged with you from 

the get go.  

 

Nicola: So, he models his own business model very well, and I'm going to say he was someone who 

mentored with Justin Brooke and Justin was very impressed with it, before he went to work for Rich 

Schefren.  

So, these names has been on my radar for a long time, but he's actually an introvert, who's become 

more visible as he's gone along because he's realized that people want a person to hang their loyalty on 

to, if you like, but he's very actively bringing forward his main success stories so they can become 

leaders too. Interesting, he's really modeling it. His whole business has gone from zero to billions literally 

within five to seven years. It's quite impressive what he's achieved and he's had no outside investment 

whatsoever. 

 

Judith: Is he an American?  

 

Nicola: Yes. 

 

Judith: I think it's quite an un-American name. It sounds like he comes from somewhere like 

Portsmouth. Russell Brunson.  

 

Nicola: I think he's an interesting character. He's very religious, he's a wrestling champion, and he lives 

in Boise, Idaho, and he lives somewhere in the middle of the country. It's definitely in Idaho somewhere. 



Not in one of the sorts of San Diego or one of those top internet marketing places. I think his contents 

are very solid.  

 

Judith: Last week, you told me that more than 50% of Americans believed in God. So, when you tell me 

this American is religious, it's almost not worth saying anymore because it's odds are, that they probably 

are.  

 

Nicola: Yes, but I still find it really terrific. 

 

Judith: Yes, you would but it's unremarkable in American terms.  

 

Nicola: No, I suppose not.  

 

Judith: Interesting.  

 

Nicola: So, that's what fuelled my fire this week. 

 

Judith: Okay. So, you know I'm constantly watching my EFT master, and Ross would say "One foot on the 

accelerator and one foot on the gas" because I can't quite make up my mind whether I want to retire or 

keep working. This week, I've had two regular clients renew for a second and fourth year respectively 

and pay for it in advance and a handful of pay-what-you-want clients put themselves into my diary and 

pay me various sums, including two people, recently via stripe which I did set up, but God knows I can't 

remember when I did that or why.  

 

So, I've made my online diary software connect with stripe so you can pay like that if you want to, and 

the interesting thing is that the two of them, several of them, have managed to do it without any clues, 

because there's no obvious route on my website to do this. If you go to the blog, on the right-hand 

margin, it says “book yourself into my diary and pay by PayPal”, and two people have done that, and it's 

like, "Oh, god. It's practically hidden there". 

 

I mean, when strangers turn up in there, without me having given them a link, I think that's impressive, 

because I've really hidden that quite deeply on my website. So that's quite funny, either that or they're 

reading a page that has a link to it that I forgotten about, which is also quite likely, but anyway, the point 

is, new and returning clients and lots of money.  



 

Nicola: Well, that's nice, isn't it?  

 

Judith: Very nice. I've been on the continent and I've been on a bit of a spending spree. 

 

Nicola: So that must have felt a bit conflicted when you get people thinking it for another year. 

 

Judith: Well, not the returners, because I would never take on relationship with anybody who wasn't 

prepared to see through to the end and the people that I know and I'm doing good work with, I’m happy 

to work with them forever. New people you don't know yet, opening up new relationships which might 

last for a long time.  

 

That's the one that makes me feel conflicted. But only until I talk to them and then they're always so 

wonderful. I can't help myself, really. But it's a strange old thing when it eventually comes to 

disentangling myself. It's going to take me a while 

 

Nicola: To put the website down completely.  

 

Judith: Well, I have tried that and just all my backup assets, if you remember, and the only reason I 

opened it up again was because of Alice's podcast, but there we go. It doesn't matter. I'm not 

complaining. I'm just noticing. 

 

Focus of The Week 

 

Nicola: Right. So, focus of the week, then.  

 

Judith: Yes, over to you because I've been moving and I've had to say, can you just go first?   

 

Nicola:   

Yes. Okay. This is something that's been bubbling up over the last few weeks really, and so a little 

preamble, then my thoughts, and then we'll discuss it between us. 



 

Judith: Roger.  

 

Nicola: So, as you know, I absolutely love talent shows. I love all the way through them. I am very happy 

to watch them and I love the backstories as well and I didn't really connect that to anything. I was 

watching something on the television last night.  

Anything, you know, hip hop talent shows, it’s generally around music and singing and I couldn't 

understand why I was so obsessed with them, and the other side of this is, the fact that- 

 

Judith: Apart from the fact that she works in the music industry, you mean? 

 

Nicola: Yeah, I do like music but it's more about the whole thing of people who open their mouths and 

sing, because I can't and the other thing is, as you know, I get quite frustrated with my sister Heather, 

who's a bit slow in doing anything but not inconsiderable musical talent, and would always rather be 

doing DIY as far as I can see, and then I came back, Phoebe and I started working on her career of it.  

I got very frustrated with her because I thought she's so talented at photography. She's so talented at 

videography, she doesn't want to do it particularly. She's very beautiful. She could do modeling and she 

doesn't want to do that particularly. Then I get frustrated with Sarah, who's got a real big talent for 

doing websites, she's got a graphic design that I would kill for, and she doesn't want to do that, she'd 

rather drop furniture down that she's recycling from Facebook.  

Then I just get very frustrated now. This is where it came from, this topic, I was trying to unpick what my 

frustration is and where it comes from and what I could do about it and I realized about two weeks ago 

that it's because I don't have any particular talent.  

 

Judith: I don't think that's true and I knew that's where you were headed. I don't agree with you at all.  

 

Nicola: Wait. I don't want this to sound like "Woe is me, poor me. Sorry for myself, pity sessions". That's 

not how it feels. I've got lots of talents, I know I have. I can speak, I can go on video quite happily, I've 

got no stage fright, I can learn very fast. I think that my main talent is I can learn fast, and I could 

synthesize and simplify for people. I know that, but what I don't have really, even though I've tried over 

the years to develop it, is that I don't have an artistic talent, that's something that I'm obviously 

naturally good at.  

I did art college and I was not very good at that really; I did fashion design and I was all right and it made 

a bit of a living for a while but wasn't one of the stars like I wanted to be like Martin's. So, I think that's 

where my frustration is. I've either not got one or I've never uncovered a natural, now this is funny for 

an atheist, god-given talent.  



So then obviously we talked about outliers by Malcolm Gladwell’s book, which is fantastic and it talks 

about how people who spend 10,000 hours to become masters of their craft, 10,000 hours being pretty 

much every evening and weekend for 10 years. So, you can start your 10,000 hours when you're a kid 

and your mother forces you to do music lessons or whatever. It's about how people with slightly less 

natural god-given talent.  

 

Judith: Excuse me, Nicola. The rare event of my mobile phone ringing needs to be stopped.  

 

Nicola: Really?  

 

Judith: No. Hold. I can't find it. 

 

Nicola: It's not happened in five years.  

 

Judith: I know. Let me just see. One missed call from Sharon. Right, I'll call you back, Sharon.  

 

Nicola: Someone's got your mobile number.  

 

Judith: Oh, quite a lot of people got it these days because I'm mobile on time. Right. Well, interesting 

there, you made a distinction between talent and craft. 

 

Nicola: Well, okay, let's come back to that because I've got a really good point. I just wanted to say that 

in 10 outliers, it's been proved over and over again, that people who are not so talented, but apply 

themselves and practice and practice, often went out in the commercial and successful terms over 

people who are perhaps more talented, but take it for granted.  

That you don't own it so well. So, in a business context, if you can find a talent and really go for it and 

really hone it, then your quite likely to be successful. The challenge for the rest of us is, what if you don't 

have an obvious talent? How do you go forward from there? 

 

Judith: Is it my turn now?  

 

Nicola: Yes, it is.  



 

Judith: I think you're mixing up the two. I know we think they're all in the “water”. I think your talents 

do lie in the area of your business. But I think the things that you were talking about on the talent 

shows, and Heather and Phoebe and Sarah, are nothing to do with it.  

They don't have a business context necessarily and whilst I love it, if we can bring the two sides 

together, for my client, I don't think it's a requirement. So, for instance, as an outlier, myself, and a 

master of my craft of 20 years of doing accounts in VAT, the girls that work for me were always very 

cross that I knew where the error was. I've got a different studio here. We'll have a look there. “Well, 

how did you know that”? Well, because I've done it for 10,000 hours.  

I think that's absolutely distinct from what I was thinking about in bed last night. I was thinking about 

when I eventually settled down, I want to get out of storage. My piano music and I know it'd be really 

hard to get back to the level of talent that I had. 

I had grade four clarinet, I had grade six piano, I had grade five theory, which is something you have to 

have to go on to a certain level and I never practiced a day in my life. That was just natural talent and I 

took it to the fullest extent that it would go, and no further, because I wasn't prepared to put any value 

into it and I'm not even sure I am now. I have some sympathy with Heather and Phoebe and Sarah and 

not just because they're your sisters and daughter. 

 

Nicola: Oh, charming!  

 

Judith: Because it does seem, I'm not sure what the word is, ungrateful to have a god-given talent for 

the things that you listed. So, a photographer, a homely person that Sarah is, good at home design and 

your sister, Heather is a brilliant singer, actually. It does seem churlish doesn't it to the onlooker to not 

feel the need to, using the accounting language, commercially exploit to that?  

So, to have talents that we don't choose to pursue, because there are other things that we find more 

interesting or grab our attention. I mean, I've never fallen in love with a man that didn't have a talent, 

whether it was a musician, or a chef or a photographer, and I saw something on Facebook last night that 

says, "Don't buy potential, don't buy into other people's potential" If they're not, don't fall in love with a 

man because he has the potential to be a brilliant musician or potential to be a brilliant photographer. 

Go with what you can bear now.  

And I thought, I put a lot of effort into men trying to help them, just as you're doing with your sister and 

your daughter. Trying to help them with this, what I perceived to be their god-given artistic talent that I 

didn't have. I'm not sure that's right. 

 

Nicola: I think there was another word that popped into my head there, which is passion. So, when you 

were describing playing the piano, I was thinking, that's not a talent. Your ability to sing is a talent. 

 



Judith: What's the difference? What's the difference between playing the piano and singing? 

 

Nicola: No, let's just pick this a little bit, because playing the piano, I know someone who is the most 

unbelievably good piano player and yes, he has done 10,000 hours and way more, because he is 

absolutely passionate about it, he absolutely loves it and he's brilliant.  

He's got a jazz sensibility that hardly anyone else did. At 14 years old, he was going down the jazz jam 

and playing piano better than anybody else in the room. Because he's got a natural talent. He's now at 

some fancy school in New York, and he's just come out doing his music degree and he's paying gigs all 

over the shop. So that's a talent.  

Then there's a passion, which I suppose is that you have to have the passion to develop the talent, 

spend the 10,000 hours, and actually I find people attractive who have a passion about anything, even if 

it's not a talent, if it's just about anything. 

 

Judith: Yes, I agree. So, stamp collecting.  

 

Nicola:   

Yes, even that. 

 

Judith: Yes, if they're passionate about it, it's their passion for their thing that's appealing. 

 

Nicola: Then there's the "craft" which is something I think like carpentry or plumbing-  

 

Judith: Or accounting? Yeah. It's a skill.  

 

Nicola: Or play the piano, actually.  

 

Judith: Yeah. Well, now, I don't agree. I think music is music but I think that you're crafty, a 

craftswoman, you're a craftswoman in your business.  

I think what this topic is all about really is not talent, per se, so much as working out what we want in 

our life, irrespective of what we call it and working out whether or not it's something we want to make a 

business out of, or just enjoying our lives because most people in jobs for instance.  



They have a job and they pursue this hobby-passion-thing in their part time, in their lives and their 

hobby space, whatever that's called, your private time. There is only us that try and hold them all 

together, really. 

 

Nicola: Then there's the other issue which is that people with talent, especially unusual talent, are often 

crippled by self-doubt and self-esteem, aren't they? So that stops them from doing the things that they 

know they could do. Actually, they really enjoy once they do it because they've read it more than they 

look forward to it and relish it.  

 

Judith: Well, I agree with that. I could never do what those people on those talent shows do because 

unlike what you believe, I believe most of them have limited talent, actually. We're scraping the bottom 

of the barrel looking for something we can commercially exploit.  

Now, what I would say is, but the point is, I'm in awe of the people who go on to the talent shows, the 

Bake Off, the dancing, anything, where you're put to the test on primetime TV with everybody looking. I 

mean, that's amazing. I wouldn't dream of doing that. There's nothing on god's earth that will persuade 

me to do that however passionate I was about something. 

 

Nicola: See, I know that I could go through all of those talent shows and I wouldn't be any good at any of 

those things. I would be bitterly disappointed as well.  

 

Judith: Let's go with The Bake Off for a minute, which I haven't watched since it moved to Channel Four. 

But there's a good example isn't that? I think it's quoted in the E myth, and it's quoted in something else, 

and something else is oft quoted, which is, people often used to say, what do people ask you for your 

advice about how to whip up a victorious fund?  

If your talent is baking, and you're prepared to pursue it in the way that is currently could be a fast track 

to a new career, which it is, with Master Chef and Bake Off and all of those things, if you're prepared to 

put yourself through 12 weeks of hell, you could have a new life next week.  

You know those ones that come back on Master Chef to taste the food? They've all got restaurants and 

cookbooks and they have changed their lives through being brave enough to have their talent tested 

against others. 

 

Nicola: Okay. Kenny Tutt, the bank manager from work. His restaurant is flourishing. In spite of what 

Steve used to say which is “half the catchment area is in the sea”, because of the master chef 

connections, he got a really good style. 

 



Judith: That's what telly does furiously and maybe that's what the clever ones know and I think the 

other ones just know they love baking and all their friends have said, you're so good at baking, why 

don't you enter the Bake Off and see if you get through the rounds?  

Did you see Nicola Bird saying that she was talented at X, Y and Zed and she entered the competition X, 

Y, and Zed and did not get through any of the start around. So, it clearly isn't necessarily about talent.  

 

Nicola: Funny enough because she was going to be someone who I'll mention because since she's 

discovered that she has a talent for making the most beautiful cake. 

 

Judith: Yes, when I sing, it's decorating the listeners. I don't know about the cake inside but these 

beautiful flowers and things that she got. 

 

Nicola: Yeah, and now she started flower arranging as well. Sarah, entered to go on First Dates. 

 

Judith: I couldn't bring myself to watch any of those. 

 

Nicola: Oh, the one with Fred Syrio is really good and logical.  

 

Judith: Nope. I'm covering my ears. I don't even want to hear it. 

 

Nicola: Anyway, the point is, even Sarah wasn't mad enough to get through the First Dates. 

 

Judith: No. The point is they are putting together a combination of people that they think are going to 

make good telly necessarily the same as being talented. Although, we hope that the talent will win out.  

 

Nicola: Heather's going on The Voice, because she's been headhunted for The Voice. They are actually 

talent scout people and she is terrified to go on it because if she doesn't get through because she's just 

not what they're looking for. Explosive TV. It would be perceived by her peers as a failure. 

 

Judith: Yes. I think she's right on that. I think you're managing, when you're a professional singer. I think 

you're managing your reputation in that regard. Although somebody more emotionally robust than me 

or Heather would go "to hell with them, do it anyway". 



 

Nicola: I would. 

 

Judith: You would because you're more ballsy. You're more out there. 

 

Nicola: So, this is an interesting conversation, isn't it? 

 

Judith: It is and there's another point here as well, which is, if you break through into, say, the music 

industry, or any industry that's based around talent, it takes us back to the place we were at with the 

modeling at the beginning, which is, they're often not very nice places to be. And people with slightly 

sensitive dispositions can be eaten up and spat out by these industries. 

 

Nicola: Yeah. Which is why you have to take your cash invested in something solid, and then get out as 

quickly as you can.  

 

Judith: Quite frightening, isn't it? Really.  

 

Nicola: I was asked by my mentor on Monday, and he asked me to bring a list of my marketing assets, 

personal assets and strengths and the midst of my challenges.  

So that was an interesting experience was to write down my physical marketing assets, lots of the ones 

I'm proud of, and then also to write my strengths down.  

I was thinking about, in the context of talent and I was thinking, perhaps my talent is that I simply don't 

give up. I'm persistent. I don't give up. 

 

Judith: Well, I think it's a gift. I think your talent is, ever since you discovered internet marketing, you 

found it endlessly fascinating. 

 

Nicola: Yes. And I'm passionate about it. For other people as well. 

 

Judith: Actually, you give up things faster than you can say, but you've never given that up. I can 

remember it's when you came back from wherever you'd been, you and Steve are at the occasion, and 

you both discovered it and got into. It's about 2005, I think, and from then onwards, you've stuck to that 



and you're more knowledgeable than most people we know in our peer group, and I think you have a 

talent.  

We've discussed a lot of your talents on this show, which is you're a fast starter. There are lots of 

admirable qualities that you have and I think talent is a much broader thing than somebody from Essex 

warbling on X Factor. 

 

Nicola: But the star quality, my star creative profile, says, "why am I not up on stage”?  

 

Judith:  I know the answer to this one. I've told you yet over and over and over and over and over and 

you won't pay any attention to me at all. You want to be a star. This is what this conversation is about. 

Roger Hamilton said, forget your second profiles, it's your primary one that counts, and you're so much 

more of a creator than you're a star.  

You can do star, but the fact is, you want to be a star. Sorry, you can't force that. So, people going, I wish 

I was a creator. You know, Star isn't where your genius is, creator is where your genius is, resist it, 

because you want to be a star and yes, you can get up on the stage and do that and you love it. But it 

isn't your profile.  

I've told you that for 15 years and you ignore me every time I tell it to you. It doesn't mean you're not 

talented. It just means your wealth creation is not going to come via the bit of your profile that's about 

being desirous of being on stage.  

 

Nicola: I think having a mother who was in showbiz and having a sister who is in showbiz is just the 

worst environment for me. 

 

Judith: I want to be a star and therefore people taking it lightly will prefer you DIY, and of course it 

would stick in your craw. 

 

Nicola: So, you've honed your craft, what do you think your natural talents are? 

 

Judith: Communication.  

 

Nicola: Okay. That's nice and useful. 

 

Judith: I wouldn't have thought it was nice or useful when I was an accountant for instance, but of 

course, I was the face of the business and I had to see all the potential new clients and manage the staff. 



All sorts of things ,which, I recognize now are not in my zone of genius, but I've been really reflecting a 

loss and if I'd ever wanted to write a blog post this week, I would have wanted to write on how 

important it was to me to discover the time of creator.  

Because my 50% introvert had been completely neglected for 50 years and all my joy now is in 

discovering that, in that bit that had never had a look in because I thought we were all extroverts. I 

thought we were all outgoing people. People that had to go to meetings and get new clients and do all 

those things and go to conferences, and I don't know. I haven't thought this through. I am a naturally 

talented musician, and I haven't really done anything with it.  

Because I wasn't prepared to put my back into it, but I take a lot of joy in it. I have enjoyed writing and 

probably will again. I do enjoy communicating through the written and spoken word. Actually, it's mostly 

the spoken words. When I listened to these things, it's a great joy that we're thinking through on the 

hoof, what we feel about things, and often, I think, you did rather well there at that explaining what you 

meant, given that I didn't know where this conversation was going to go.  

I think that's, preparedness not to be over rehearsed because you can't be. If I don't know where you're 

going to take the talent conversation, but I thought it would be interesting. I thought, wherever she goes 

with it, I'll be all right, because it's a topic that is interesting. 

 

Nicola: And what about the people listening to? 

 

Judith: Well, I think there's three things here, either you're naturally talented at something and you go 

all the way with it, so you're one of the world's leading violinists or you've got a talent, and like me, 

you're not prepared to work hard enough, so actually, it sort of sits on the back burner, and it's always 

there, and it's joyful, but you don't bring it to market in any way, shape, or form. Or three, we combine 

the two into a business which you've done, I've done, all my clients do, but there's no requirement, is 

there? To do any of those, this down to us or up to us?  

I think there was a lovely quote on Facebook this week, it was from the woman that wrote Women Who 

Run With The Wolves. It was about the opportunity here with your talent is, sorry for using an 

accounting word but "exploiters" is the only word I can think of. I don't mean exploit; it means it's your 

choice to make the fullest of your own talent or not. If you don't, it doesn't matter because it's your life 

and you can do what you like with it.  

I think it's fascinating that talented people like Heather, for instance, is currently more interested in DIY. 

I mean, if that's her passion and I think it is, because you she's got this app, and she's redesigning the 

little cottage insurance, isn't she? Is she doing that out of commercial necessity in part, but is she doing 

it because she enjoys it? You can't blame her and although she loves singing in super venues all around 

the world with super talented people, there's a lot of schlepping around with your suitcase and being 

away from your loved one. 

 



Nicola: Yeah, that's true and you could argue this has actually made more money from our various 

property exploits over the years than she ever has from singing. 

 

Judith: So, what has this got to do with money? So, the relationship between talent and money, you 

don't have to exploit it, you can just enjoy it. 

 

Nicola: Coming to the realization that why I was so frustrated with talented people around me, but 

exploiting their talents actually gives me the opportunity to let go now. I think I have to let go. 

 

Judith: I think that would be great. 

 

Nicola: So, delay.  

 

Judith: Yes, I know I've often stuck for them in that regard.  

 

Word of The Week 

 

Nicola: What's your word of the week then?  

 

Judith: "Trust" for reason I'm going to explain to you in Who or What's Impressed. 

 

Nicola: Okay, I'm waiting. I've been waiting and I'm not good at waiting if you know.  

 

Judith: Right, let's rollback, is your word waiting or wait?  

 

Nicola: "Waiting". I'm waiting for someone to pay me. I'm waiting for a new project to start and I'm 

waiting for a translation for one of my businesses. I need something translated and written. 

 

Judith: You're quite dangerous when you're waiting because you're likely to just fill the gap with 

something  



 

Nicola: I know. I'm trying not to. The new sofa is having a good impact on that.   

 

Judith: Let's all go for a cuddle. 

 

Nicola: Yeah, it's good for cuddling anyone could feel. 

 

You've been listening to Nicola Cairncross and Judith Morgan. Do come and visit us at ownitpodcast.com. 
We'd love to hear your feedback. You can find out more about Judith and visit her on her website at 
judithmorgan.com or you can find Nicola at nicolacairncross.com 
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